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I- VOCABULARY (8 Marks)
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : (4 X 1 =4)

60

1) My great ambition is to ......................around the world on a giant ship.
a. sail

c. share

b. peel

d. exchange

2) The inventor ..................the laboratory while he was working on his experiment.
a. cut down

c. burned down

b. cried out

d. wind up

3) The boy got big ......................on his face after he had a car accident.
a. advisors

c. charities

b. bruises

d. voyages

4) I couldn't buy that laptop because it was too ......................
a. extinct

c.expensive

b. accidental

d. tropical

B) Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: (4 X 1 = 4)
creative / illnesses / destructively /entertain / store
5) You can store vegetables in a freezer to keep them fresh.
6) The teacher gave us creative ideas to make our project.

8

7) In South Africa, many people suffer from dangerous illnesses.
8) A strong storm hit the city yesterday and damaged many buildings destructively.

1

II- GRAMMAR ( 5 Marks)
5
A) Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d : (4 X 1/2=2)
9) The police man asks me about the man .........................lives next door.
a. who

d. when

c. where

b. which

10) We haven't heard .........................about our teacher. Is he at school?
a. nobody

d. anybody

c. anywhere

b. anything

11) The company is...................to make a car that doesn't need fuel to move.
d. goes

c. going

b. went

12) If they look out of the wimdow,they .........................see my new bike.
a. would

d. will

c. should have

b. would have

B) Do as shown between brackets : (3 X 1 =3)
13) People spoke different languages in Canada many years ago. (Change mo passive)
Different languages were spoken in Canada many years ago.
14) John's family is from France.He doesn't speak French.

(Use: Although)

Although John's family is from France,he doesn't speak French.
15) My brother had to do his homework at night
My brother didn't have to do his homework at night.

2

(Make negative )
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Ill-LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (6 Marks)
Write what you would say in the following situations : (3 X 2 = 6)

6j

16) Your brother says that doing sports is good for the heart.
Agreeing
17) A friend of yours asked you about your plans for this weekend.
Talking about future plans
18) One of your sisters always sleeps late at night.
Giving advice

IV- SET BOOK (6 Marks)
Answer only ( 3 ) of the following guestions : (3 X 2 = 6)

6

19) How did people use to send messages in the past?
They used fires I They used messengers! They used flags.

20) Why do animals and birds migrate every year?
They migrate to search for food, to search for warm places or have their youngs.

21) How can we reduce energy?
By turning off lights and water taps!....
22) Why is vaccine important to people?
It helps people cope with the strong form of the disease.! It makes person's body
immune to disease.
Any other reasonable answer is accepted

3
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V- WRITING (15 Marks)
"Communication is very important in our life."

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (10 Sentences) about means of communication
and its importance

The following words may help you:
use- internet - mobiles communicate - share - feelings -information - experience
The Outline (2 Marks)

Rubrics

Marks

Pre-writing techniques (brain storming - mind mapping - outlining)

2

Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences

10

Spelling and grammar

2

Handwriting, spacing and punctuation

1

4

Total
Marks

15
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Write your topic here ( 13 Marks)

Outlining

Exposition of Ideas

Sp. & Gram.

HW, Spacing & Punct.

2

B)

2

1

5

Totall
15J

VI. READING COMPREHENSION (20 Marks)
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:
Polar bears will be extinct by the end of the 21" century if the global warming continues.
Temperatures are rising in the Arctic.It is the only place where polar bears are found.This change of
nature is having a strong effect on the health and numbers of the world's population of polar bears.
During the winter,polar bears live and hunt on the sea ice.They travel for many kilometers
to catch their main food, which is the seal.Through the ice,they can feel the movement of a
seal.They sit close to a hole in the ice and wait for the seal to come up for air.
In summer, as the ice melt,some bears return to the shore, fasting until the colder weather
and sea ice return.Others continue to hunt.They swim in the icy water until they reach floating sea
ice where they can wait for a seal. Bears who have been fasting all summer weigh less and are
weak.They have lost too much of their fat,which is needed to keep them warm and as a source of
energy.
Global warming has increased the temperature in the Arctic so much that the warmer
weather comes sooner each year and it lasts longer It has been predicted that by the end of this
century there will be no sea ice lefi.As the temperature continues to rise the cold winter will be
much shorter.

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : (4 X 2% = 10)
23) The best title for the passage could be.................................
a. Polar Bears' Life
c. Temperature of Arctic

b. The 2lst Century summer
d. The Four Seasons

24) The underlined word 'They 'in the (2n1) paragraph refers to
b. seals
a. temperatures
d. polar bears
c. numbers
(4th) paragraph is .................................
25) The main idea of the
a The effects of global warming
c. The movement of seals in the ice

b. The floating of sea ice
d. The number of polar bears

(4th) paragraph means ...........................
26) The underlined word increased in the
a. get colder
c. get higher

b. get fatter
d. get taller

B) Answer the following questions:

___
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( 4X21/2 = 10)

27) Why are temperatures rising in the Arctic?
Temperatures are rising in the Arctic because of the global warming.
28) Where do polar bears live?
They live in the Arctic.
29) What is the main food of polar bears?
The seal is the main food of polar bears.
30) Why do some bears weigh less?
Some bears weigh less because they fast all summer.
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